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Context for GalileoContext for Galileo’’s life and works life and work

►► Early Renaissance Europe had seen an integrating of Arab Early Renaissance Europe had seen an integrating of Arab 
and Greek philosophy and ideas.and Greek philosophy and ideas.

►► Ptolemy (Roman Egypt, AD 85 and 168). One of his Ptolemy (Roman Egypt, AD 85 and 168). One of his 
publications was publications was Planetary HypothesisPlanetary Hypothesis, a book that tried to , a book that tried to 
explain planetary movements using a system of nested explain planetary movements using a system of nested 
spheres, with the earth at the spheres, with the earth at the centrecentre –– the geocentric the geocentric 
viewview..

►► Aristotle (Greece, BC 384Aristotle (Greece, BC 384--322) had argued in 322) had argued in favourfavour of a of a 
perfectperfect Universe, where the moon marked the limit of the Universe, where the moon marked the limit of the 
““changeable realmchangeable realm””. Beyond, things were perfect and . Beyond, things were perfect and 
unchangeable. His view had always been a geocentric one. unchangeable. His view had always been a geocentric one. 

►► The writings of St. Thomas Aquinas incorporated many of the The writings of St. Thomas Aquinas incorporated many of the 
ideas of Aristotle, and hence so did many within the Catholic ideas of Aristotle, and hence so did many within the Catholic 
church.church.



Context for GalileoContext for Galileo’’s life and works life and work

►► AristarchusAristarchus of of SamosSamos (310(310--230 BC) had proposed a view of 230 BC) had proposed a view of 
the cosmos in which the sun was at the the cosmos in which the sun was at the centrecentre. It was a well . It was a well 
known idea, Aristotle himself was aware of it.known idea, Aristotle himself was aware of it.

►► Copernicus (1473Copernicus (1473--1543) published 1543) published On the Revolutions of the On the Revolutions of the 
Celestial OrbsCelestial Orbs in which he proposed an elegant sun in which he proposed an elegant sun centredcentred
cosmos cosmos –– the heliocentric view.the heliocentric view.

►► The book appeared in the year of his death but was slow in The book appeared in the year of his death but was slow in 
gaining popular support:gaining popular support:

nesting birds, falling stones, biblical passages etcnesting birds, falling stones, biblical passages etc
►► Various hybrids of CopernicusVarious hybrids of Copernicus’’ system emerged that tried to system emerged that tried to 

reconcile the two conceptsreconcile the two concepts
►► Within Europe there was an unfortunate tendency for many Within Europe there was an unfortunate tendency for many 

““thinkersthinkers”” to use to use a prioria priori arguments, to support rather than arguments, to support rather than 
challenge prevailing views challenge prevailing views –– so the old views prevailed!so the old views prevailed!



GalileoGalileo’’s s 
curriculum vitaecurriculum vitae



GalileoGalileo’’s CVs CV

►► Born in Pisa, Italy in 1564, moved to Florence.Born in Pisa, Italy in 1564, moved to Florence.
►► Studied medicine and the philosophy of Aristotle in Studied medicine and the philosophy of Aristotle in PaduaPadua, , 

but his real interests lay in mathematics.but his real interests lay in mathematics.
►► He began to doubt the validity of Aristotelian philosophy He began to doubt the validity of Aristotelian philosophy 

and its influence on the scientific ideas of the day.and its influence on the scientific ideas of the day.
►► He never graduated from university.He never graduated from university.
►► Started his career as an inventor with the development of Started his career as an inventor with the development of 

a balance specifically designed to measure the specific a balance specifically designed to measure the specific 
gravity of an object.gravity of an object.

►► Appointed professor of mathematics at University of Pisa in Appointed professor of mathematics at University of Pisa in 
1589, course work included teaching Ptolemy1589, course work included teaching Ptolemy’’s theory that s theory that 
all heavenly bodies revolved around the earth.all heavenly bodies revolved around the earth.

►► Moved to University of Moved to University of PaduaPadua as a mathematics professor as a mathematics professor 
in 1592.in 1592.

►► In In PaduaPadua he met Maria he met Maria GambaGamba. They had 3 children but . They had 3 children but 
never married.never married.



GalileoGalileo’’s CV continueds CV continued

►► While in While in PaduaPadua his studies left him increasingly convinced his studies left him increasingly convinced 
that the Copernican view of our solar system was the that the Copernican view of our solar system was the 
correct one. This was the heliocentric theory that the correct one. This was the heliocentric theory that the 
planets were all in orbit around the sun.planets were all in orbit around the sun.

►► In 1609 Galileo first used a newly built telescope to look at In 1609 Galileo first used a newly built telescope to look at 
the planets and what he observed over the next 3 years the planets and what he observed over the next 3 years 
confirmed the accuracy of the Copernican view.confirmed the accuracy of the Copernican view.

►► Publication of his discoveries placed him in conflict with the Publication of his discoveries placed him in conflict with the 
Catholic Church and he was eventually sentenced to life Catholic Church and he was eventually sentenced to life 
imprisonment (served as house arrest). He died in 1642. imprisonment (served as house arrest). He died in 1642. 

►► In 1992, Pope John Paul II accepted that errors had been In 1992, Pope John Paul II accepted that errors had been 
made by the theologians at the time, he declared Galileomade by the theologians at the time, he declared Galileo’’s s 
case closed. He did not admit that the church had been case closed. He did not admit that the church had been 
wrong when it sentenced Galileo however.wrong when it sentenced Galileo however.



Contributions to Contributions to 
ScienceScience



GalileoGalileo’’s contributions to sciences contributions to science

►► Before Galileo, scientific knowledge often Before Galileo, scientific knowledge often 
progressed in rather haphazard waysprogressed in rather haphazard ways

►► Galileo is sometimes credited with introducing Galileo is sometimes credited with introducing 
the idea of the idea of ““experimentationexperimentation”” to the scientific to the scientific 
method:method:

1.1. observe a phenomenonobserve a phenomenon
2.2. develop an hypothesis (the how?)develop an hypothesis (the how?)
3.3. predict an outcomepredict an outcome
4.4. test the outcome against the predictiontest the outcome against the prediction



Contributions to Contributions to 
PhysicsPhysics



GalileoGalileo’’s contributions to physicss contributions to physics

►► Galileo made important contributions to our Galileo made important contributions to our 
understanding of the laws relating to the motion of understanding of the laws relating to the motion of 
objects.objects.

►► There is the story of hisThere is the story of his
experiments with droppingexperiments with dropping
objects from the top of theobjects from the top of the
Leaning Tower of Pisa.Leaning Tower of Pisa.

►► Commander David R ScottCommander David R Scott
repeated the experiment onrepeated the experiment on
the lunar surface. He used the lunar surface. He used 
a feather and a hammer.a feather and a hammer.



Apollo 15, August 1971, landed at the Apollo 15, August 1971, landed at the 
Hadley Hadley rillerille on the moonon the moon

Click X to stop video



Pendulums, balances and pumpsPendulums, balances and pumps

►► Galileo is said to have noticed that the period of a Galileo is said to have noticed that the period of a 
pendulum does not depend on the arc of the swing pendulum does not depend on the arc of the swing ––
eventually building a pendulum clockeventually building a pendulum clock

►► He invented many mechanical He invented many mechanical 
devices, better oars for ships, a devices, better oars for ships, a 
balance for determining specific balance for determining specific 
gravity and a pumpgravity and a pump

►► A busy mind indeed!A busy mind indeed!



Contributions to Contributions to 
AstronomyAstronomy



GalileoGalileo’’s contribution to Astronomys contribution to Astronomy

►► Galileo was not the first person to use a telescope to Galileo was not the first person to use a telescope to 
observe celestial objects, Thomas Harriet in the UK observe celestial objects, Thomas Harriet in the UK 
was, but he was the first to record and publish the fact! was, but he was the first to record and publish the fact! 

►► He did not invent the telescope as we know it today, He did not invent the telescope as we know it today, 
that credit is generally attributed to a Dutch spectacle that credit is generally attributed to a Dutch spectacle 
maker maker –– Hans Hans LippersheyLippershey in 1608. Lenses of suitable in 1608. Lenses of suitable 
quality had been produced since ca. 1530 however.quality had been produced since ca. 1530 however.

►► After hearing about the Dutch invention he built his After hearing about the Dutch invention he built his 
own telescope. Over the years he made considerable own telescope. Over the years he made considerable 
improvements to the original design.improvements to the original design.

►► Many people saw the potential use of the telescope for Many people saw the potential use of the telescope for 
terrestrial use, Galileo is reportedly the first to have terrestrial use, Galileo is reportedly the first to have 
seen its use for studying the cosmos however, in 1609.seen its use for studying the cosmos however, in 1609.

►► The 400The 400thth anniversary of this event is what the world is anniversary of this event is what the world is 
celebrating this year.celebrating this year.



His telescopesHis telescopes

►► The first telescope that The first telescope that 
Galileo built had a Galileo built had a 
magnifying power of 3x. magnifying power of 3x. 
Eventually by careful Eventually by careful 
selection of lenses and selection of lenses and 
reducing the effective reducing the effective 
aperture (stoppingaperture (stopping--
down) he eventually down) he eventually 
achieved a power of achieved a power of 
30x.30x.



His telescopesHis telescopes

►► By the standards of today these early telescopes were By the standards of today these early telescopes were 
fairly basic. They suffered from severe chromatic fairly basic. They suffered from severe chromatic 
aberration.aberration.

►► Modifications that Galileo invented had a dramatic effect on Modifications that Galileo invented had a dramatic effect on 
improving the magnification and resolving power of his improving the magnification and resolving power of his 
telescopes however.telescopes however.

►► What he observed with these simple devices had a very What he observed with these simple devices had a very 
profound effect on Renaissance Europe.profound effect on Renaissance Europe.



GalileoGalileo’’s Refracting telescopes Refracting telescope

The eyepiece of a Galilean telescope 
is placed inside the prime focus of 
the objective lens.

The result is a magnified image, 
correct side up.



What did he see?  Many more starsWhat did he see?  Many more stars

The telescope revealed multitudes of stars that had 
previously been too faint to see and far more than

Aristotle ever allowed to exist. 
The ancient philosophers could not have known everything!



What did he see?  A rugged moonWhat did he see?  A rugged moon

Since the time of Aristotle the belief 
was that the planets, the moon and 
the sun were perfect objects, free of 
any defects, composed of “aether”.

Galileo saw clearly that the moon 
was in fact covered in blemishes, it 
was actually rather earth like in 
many ways, mountains valleys etc.

Renaissance writings had rarely 
referred to the obvious blemishes on 
the face of the moon!



GalileosGalileos’’ moon drawings moon drawings 

Aristotle & Ptolemy had argued that the Moon was a Aristotle & Ptolemy had argued that the Moon was a 
perfect, smooth sphere, forever changeless. perfect, smooth sphere, forever changeless. 

In fact, the Moon was no more In fact, the Moon was no more ““perfectperfect”” than the Earth.than the Earth.



What did he see? What did he see? -- SunspotsSunspots

Galileo was not the first person to 
observe sunspots, some thought 
they were satellites of the sun.

He was the first to plot them as they 
appeared to move across the solar 
disc. By observing their movement 
he concluded that the sun was not 
stationary, it was rotating; and that 
its surface was not “perfect” but 
changing all the time. 

Both observations ran counter to the 
conventional wisdom of the day.



GalileoGalileo’’s Sunspot drawingss Sunspot drawings

Good scientist that he was, 
Galileo kept detailed drawings 
of his observations. His 
observations were taken at 
roughly the same time each 
day

This animation is taken directly 
from his original drawings from 
June 2nd to Jul 8th, 1613

Source: Professor Owen Gingerich's copy of the first edition of Istoria e Dimostrazioni

Click on graphic to start animation



What did he see? What did he see? –– Moons of JupiterMoons of Jupiter

Perhaps his most well known 
discovery was to observe 
that Jupiter had moons that 
appeared to be in orbit 
around the planet.

This observation provided 
clear evidence that the earth 
was NOT the centre of all 
orbits in the universe, but it 
was not sufficient to prove 
that the earth orbited the 
sun of course.



What did he see? What did he see? –– the rings of Saturnthe rings of Saturn

1610

1616

At first he thought that Saturn was a 
“triple-bodied” object.

Later, in 1612, he noticed that the 
handles had disappeared, becoming 
the first person to notice the ring 
plane crossing – the rings were 
edge-on with respect to earth!

In 1616 he observed the handles as 
two half ellipses.

Remarkable achievements for a 20x 
telescope!



““ProvingProving”” the the 
heliocentric viewheliocentric view
Moons of Jupiter Moons of Jupiter 

& Phases of Venus& Phases of Venus



Geocentric model Geocentric model -- PtolemyPtolemy

Everything orbits the 
earth.

This was described 
in his book Planetary Planetary 
Hypothesis.Hypothesis.

This view of the 
universe endured for 
nearly 1400 years!

As problems with this As problems with this 
model emerged, it was model emerged, it was 
modified by making it modified by making it 
more complicated:more complicated:--



PtolemyPtolemy’’s modified solutions modified solution

He introduced the idea
of Epicycles for Mars 
and Jupiter!

Epicycles create more
complex orbital paths,
- just like a spirograph.



Heliocentric model Heliocentric model -- CopernicusCopernicus

All orbits are circularAll orbits are circular

Sun is at the centerSun is at the center

Stars do not move Stars do not move 
(with respect to each (with respect to each 
other)other)



January 7January 7thth, 1610, 1610



The night sky on January 7The night sky on January 7thth, 1610, 1610



Moons of JupiterMoons of Jupiter

►► On January 7th 1610 Galileo turned his telescope towards On January 7th 1610 Galileo turned his telescope towards 
Jupiter.Jupiter.

►► He observed the planet close to what he thought were 3 He observed the planet close to what he thought were 3 
previously unseen previously unseen ““starsstars””. He mentioned what he saw in a . He mentioned what he saw in a 
letter to a friend.letter to a friend.

►► Next night he was surprised to see that instead of 2 Next night he was surprised to see that instead of 2 ““starsstars””
being to the east and one to the west of the planet, now being to the east and one to the west of the planet, now 
all 3 were to the west.all 3 were to the west.

►► Could Jupiter have moved eastwards when all expectations Could Jupiter have moved eastwards when all expectations 
were for it to have moved westward? were for it to have moved westward? 



Moons of JupiterMoons of Jupiter

►► Over the next several days he observed the same Over the next several days he observed the same 
mysterious movement, sometimes with Jupiter seeming to mysterious movement, sometimes with Jupiter seeming to 
obscure one or more of the obscure one or more of the ““starsstars””..

►► On January 13On January 13thth a fourth a fourth ““starstar”” joined the others.joined the others.
►► Gradually he started to realise that the Gradually he started to realise that the ““starsstars”” may actually may actually 

be moons and as that realisation dawned he started be moons and as that realisation dawned he started 
recording the times of his observations. He also started recording the times of his observations. He also started 
reporting them in scholarly Latin rather than informal reporting them in scholarly Latin rather than informal 
Vulgate Italian.Vulgate Italian.

►► On  March 13On  March 13thth he published a 24 page document reporting he published a 24 page document reporting 
his observations his observations –– the earth was not the only body to have the earth was not the only body to have 
moons.moons.

► The book was called Sidereus Nuncius (Starry Messenger).



Letter to Prince of Venice (January 1610)Letter to Prince of Venice (January 1610)



Sidereus Nuncius (Starry Messenger)

The book created an immediate
Sensation, its 500 copies sold 
out immediately.

The Pope, the King of England, 
philosophers, poets…, everyone 
was fascinated by the news:

“Me thinkes my diligent Galileus hath
done more in his three fold discouerie
than Magellane in openinge the 
streightes to the South Sea”

William Lower, British philosopher



Phases of VenusPhases of Venus

►► When he turned his telescope from Jupiter to Venus, When he turned his telescope from Jupiter to Venus, 
Galileo observed that the planet went through a full set of Galileo observed that the planet went through a full set of 
phases, just like the moon. phases, just like the moon. 

►► A phase refers to when we see differing amounts of lighted A phase refers to when we see differing amounts of lighted 
hemispheres when a planet is viewed from earthhemispheres when a planet is viewed from earth..

►► Venus is never very far from the sun, so if Ptolemy was Venus is never very far from the sun, so if Ptolemy was 
correct it would always be visible as a crescent.correct it would always be visible as a crescent.

►► The Copernican system however, correctly explained all of The Copernican system however, correctly explained all of 
the various phases that Galileo was observing.the various phases that Galileo was observing.



Phases of VenusPhases of Venus

While these 
observations did not 
“prove” that the 
Copernican model was 
correct, it did still have 
flaws, but it did prove 
conclusively that the 
Ptolemaic model was 
wrong.

Final proof of the 
heliocentric model was 
left to F.W.Bessel in 
1838.

Galileo’s drawings of the phases of Venus



Phases of VenusPhases of Venus

The Ptolemaic and Copernican models make very different 
predictions about the phases we should see on Venus.



Phases of Venus Phases of Venus ––Ptolemaic viewPtolemaic view



Phases of Venus Phases of Venus –– Copernican viewCopernican view



Making enemiesMaking enemies

►► By presenting powerful arguments in support of the By presenting powerful arguments in support of the 
heliocentric view, Galileo made enemies within the churchheliocentric view, Galileo made enemies within the church

►► While many Catholic mathematicians accepted that While many Catholic mathematicians accepted that 
GalileoGalileo’’s logic was correct, others argued that it s logic was correct, others argued that it 
contradicted biblical teachingcontradicted biblical teaching

►► Galileo accepted that the bible could not be wrong, Galileo accepted that the bible could not be wrong, 
suggesting that instead the interpretations could be in suggesting that instead the interpretations could be in 
error. He went so far as to offer his own interpretations of error. He went so far as to offer his own interpretations of 
key biblical verses, stepping on the toes of the theologianskey biblical verses, stepping on the toes of the theologians

►► He was accused of heresy and although found not guilty he He was accused of heresy and although found not guilty he 
had to promise not to teach the heliocentric viewhad to promise not to teach the heliocentric view

►► He remained silent, but actively thinking, for 16 yearsHe remained silent, but actively thinking, for 16 years



Dialogue concerning the two Chief World Dialogue concerning the two Chief World 
Systems: Ptolemaic and CopernicanSystems: Ptolemaic and Copernican
►► Originally called Originally called ““On the flux and reflux of tidesOn the flux and reflux of tides”” in which he in which he 

argued that the moon did not influence tides on earthargued that the moon did not influence tides on earth
►► Published in 1632 as Published in 1632 as ““Dialogue concerning the two chief Dialogue concerning the two chief 

world systems: Ptolemaic and Copernicanworld systems: Ptolemaic and Copernican””
►► The book was a watershed in the debate about the cosmosThe book was a watershed in the debate about the cosmos
►► Galileo laid out a series of powerful, logical arguments that Galileo laid out a series of powerful, logical arguments that 

convincingly undermined both the physics and cosmology of convincingly undermined both the physics and cosmology of 
Aristotle. Publication was approved by the censors, who Aristotle. Publication was approved by the censors, who 
suggested the title changesuggested the title change

►► The style was to present the arguments in the form of a The style was to present the arguments in the form of a 
Platonic dialogue between 3 characters, not a scientific paperPlatonic dialogue between 3 characters, not a scientific paper

SalviatiSalviati -- An intellectual who seems to speak for Galileo An intellectual who seems to speak for Galileo 
SagredoSagredo -- A wealthy nobleman who is seeking truthA wealthy nobleman who is seeking truth
SimplicioSimplicio -- An Aristotelian philosopher who puts up ineffectual An Aristotelian philosopher who puts up ineffectual 
arguments for arguments for SalviatiSalviati to knock downto knock down

((SimplicioSimplicio is a thinly disguised representation of the church hierarchy)is a thinly disguised representation of the church hierarchy)



The The InquisitionInquisition
►► The book was a best seller, but not The book was a best seller, but not 

so popular with the Vaticanso popular with the Vatican
►► Under pressure from clerics, Pope Under pressure from clerics, Pope 

Urban VIIIUrban VIII ordered Galileo to appear ordered Galileo to appear 
before the Inquisition for the crime before the Inquisition for the crime 
of teaching the heliocentric theory, of teaching the heliocentric theory, 
despite having been ordered not todespite having been ordered not to

►► "a downright roguish attempt to "a downright roguish attempt to 
comply with this order in comply with this order in 
appearance and yet in fact to appearance and yet in fact to 
disregard it. Unfortunately, it turned disregard it. Unfortunately, it turned 
out that the Holy Inquisition was out that the Holy Inquisition was 
unable to appreciate adequately unable to appreciate adequately 
such subtle humor."  Albert Einsteinsuch subtle humor."  Albert Einstein



The The InquisitionInquisition
►► Threatened with torture, 68 Threatened with torture, 68 

years old and unwell, he years old and unwell, he 
publicly acknowledged that he publicly acknowledged that he 
had been wrong about the had been wrong about the 
heliocentric view. heliocentric view. 

However after his confession However after his confession 
he is he is rumouredrumoured to have to have 
whispered whispered ““and yet it movesand yet it moves””

►► Galileo was placed under Galileo was placed under 
house arrest and the house arrest and the 
““DialogueDialogue”” was quickly added was quickly added 
to Index of Forbidden Books. to Index of Forbidden Books. 

►► Contrary to common belief, Contrary to common belief, GeocentrismGeocentrism was never    was never    
formal Catholic doctrine formal Catholic doctrine 



Galileo and the ChurchGalileo and the Church
►► Galileo was never excommunicated, and remained a loyal Galileo was never excommunicated, and remained a loyal 

Catholic throughout his life. Catholic throughout his life. 

►► He believed that Nature followed a Divine order. He believed that Nature followed a Divine order. 

►► Just as the Bible represented the dictated word of God, so Just as the Bible represented the dictated word of God, so 
the natural world embodied God's work. the natural world embodied God's work. 

The persistent observer could decipher its hidden patterns, The persistent observer could decipher its hidden patterns, 
on earth and in the heavens. on earth and in the heavens. 

Scripture teaches us Scripture teaches us ““how to go to heaven, not how the how to go to heaven, not how the 
heavens goheavens go””

►► He argued that both He argued that both ““booksbooks”” could be studied to find the could be studied to find the 
mind and will of God; indeed, the mind and will of God; indeed, the ““Book of NatureBook of Nature”” could be could be 
used to help us interpret the Holy Bible.used to help us interpret the Holy Bible.



Galileo and the ChurchGalileo and the Church
►► Galileo died in 1642. Newton was Galileo died in 1642. Newton was 

born the same year.born the same year.
►► The DialogueThe Dialogue was dropped from the was dropped from the 

Index of Prohibited Books in 1835Index of Prohibited Books in 1835

►► The Catholic Church acknowledged The Catholic Church acknowledged 
the injustice done to Galileo in 1979the injustice done to Galileo in 1979
Pope John Paul II speaking to Pope John Paul II speaking to 
scientists at an event commemorate scientists at an event commemorate 
the centenary of Einsteinthe centenary of Einstein’’s birth:s birth:

““Collaboration between religion Collaboration between religion 
and modern science is to the and modern science is to the 
advantage of both, and in no way advantage of both, and in no way 
violates the autonomy of either.violates the autonomy of either.””



GalileoGalileo’’s legacy s legacy --
integrating physics integrating physics 

and astronomy and astronomy 



DynamicsDynamics
►► Galileo made important contributions to the understanding Galileo made important contributions to the understanding 

of the motion of bodies and gravityof the motion of bodies and gravity
►► In particular he developed the idea that a body in motion In particular he developed the idea that a body in motion 

possesses  possesses  ““inertiainertia””
►► This eventually became the first of Isaac This eventually became the first of Isaac NewtonsNewtons Laws of Laws of 

MotionMotion
►► Newton built on GalileoNewton built on Galileo’’s work to demonstrate that the s work to demonstrate that the 

laws of motion on earth and in the cosmos were the samelaws of motion on earth and in the cosmos were the same
►► Einstein called him Einstein called him ““the father of modern physics the father of modern physics –– indeed, indeed, 

of modern science altogether.of modern science altogether.””



Final word !Final word !

►► Since Galileo, our views of the cosmos have changed Since Galileo, our views of the cosmos have changed 
substantially, but the Copernican model still prevails. Now substantially, but the Copernican model still prevails. Now 
we know that it must be applied across an entire universe we know that it must be applied across an entire universe 
howeverhowever

►► There does not appear to be anything special about our There does not appear to be anything special about our 
place within the universeplace within the universe

►► ““Anyone coming from [GalileoAnyone coming from [Galileo’’s] time would be shocked by s] time would be shocked by 
the diminution of mankind in the context of the universe. the diminution of mankind in the context of the universe. 

Galileo would be less shocked than mostGalileo would be less shocked than most””

quote from Adam Burrows, Princetonquote from Adam Burrows, Princeton
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